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November 28, 2018
Attorney General, The Rt Hon Geoffrey Cox QC MP
5 -8 The Sanctuary
London, SW1P 3JS
E: correspondence@attorneygeneral.gov.uk
Dear Attorney General,
I believe it is not your normal brief to deal with the public. I am however, a
36 year qualified clinician with expertise in diagnosing and subsequent
treatment for autistic people to improve their abilities and a whistle-blower. I
may not have all the answers but my research shows promise.
I have helped to defend my patients (hereinafter referred to as the X family)
succeeding in both an Educational Tribunal and an Ombudsman hearing. A
series of complaints & procedures were perverted to show minimum wrong
doing if any at all (all in-house). In my own case I was denied a hearing and
an appeal. I have full documentation of the X family’s struggles through the
system for justice and of my professional journey which is chronicled on my
site justiceforautism.co.uk so as to keep my patients informed.
Clearly nobody wants to admit responsibility hence the cover up.
I have attached copies of letters to the Prime Minister and Conservative party
Chair. In the most recent I highlighted the Government knowingly rebuked
human rights in an effort to save money as substantiated in the mother’s
paperwork.
Then with non and wrong diagnosis the X Family are wrongly handled by the
system which often leaves them in a post-traumatic state then restrained
when they flip. Clearly the wrong treatment.
For the government to revoke human rights, you had to be bypassed, your
office objected at the time or it was rubber stamped. I assume you were
bypassed but perhaps are involved now as the government needs to produce
some answers by April. After all it's about justice, why hasn’t there been a
transparent inquiry as I asked for in my first letter to the Prime Minister?

If you feel this is not your or your offices responsibility to The Crown and her
Peoples please let me know whose it is and I will contact them, otherwise I
will wait to be contacted by the investigation team and hopefully not to
explain why I'm being a nuisance.
Yours sincerely,

Howard Lamb DC

